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Responsible AI (RAI): Introduction and Motivation

● Motivation: AI is increasingly being used in high-stakes decision-making contexts such as hiring, 
criminal justice, and healthcare.

● Setting: Under the umbrella of “responsible AI”, an emerging line of work has 
attempted to formalize desiderata ranging over ethics, fairness, robustness, and 
safety, many of which can be written as min-max problems involving optimizing 
some worst-case loss under a set of predefined distributions. 

● Problem: majority of recent work around these problems is fragmented and 
usually focuses on optimizing one of these aspects at a time (DRO [Namkoong 
and Duchi, 2017, Duchi and Namkoong, 2018], GDRO [Sagawa et al., 2019], 
CVaR [Zhai et al., 2021a], Distribution Shift [Hashimoto et al., 2018, Zhai et al., 
2021b]).

● Proposal: a general game-theoretic framework for solving these problems and learning responsible AI 
models. We propose practical algorithms to solve these games, as well as statistical analyses of 
solutions of these games. 



Problem Setup



RAI Risks - I

● Do not wish to compute an unweighted average over training samples - due to RAI 
considerations.

● Given the empirical RAI risk of a hypothesis - naturally wish to obtain the hypothesis 
that minimizes the empirical RAI risk

● Can be seen as solving a zero-sum game



RAI Risks - II

● Various choices of Wn give rise to various RAI risks. 



RAI Games - Moving to ensembles

● Good worst-case performance over the sample weight set Wn is generally harder, 
especially for a simpler set of hypotheses

● Natural to consider deterministic ensemble models
○ Gives us more powerful classes

● This admits a class of deterministic RAI games



RAI Games - Moving to random ensembles

● Aforementioned game is computationally less amenable because of the non-smooth 
nature of de-randomized predictions.

● To this end, we consider the following randomized ensembles:

● Much better class of zero-sum games
○ linear in both the hypothesis distribution P well as the sample weights 
○ if the sample weight set is convex, is a convex-concave game.
○ under some mild conditions, this game has a Nash equilibrium 



RAI Algorithms - I

● Game Play - Both players rely on no-regret algorithms to decide their next action

○ Follow-The-Regularized-Leader (FTRL) update for weights

○ Best Response (BR) update for hypotheses



RAI Algorithms - II

● Greedy - use Frank Wolfe (FW) for the inner maximization problem
○ when it is smooth, updates given by:

○ when non-smooth, perform Moreau smoothing

○ a slightly different AdaBoost-like algorithm by relaxing the simplex constraint on Q



Experiments

● Goal: demonstrate the generality of proposed RAI methods by studying a well studied 
problem i.e. subpopulation shift under various settings
○ Domain-oblivious (DO): we do not know the sub-populations [Hashimoto et al., 2018, Lahoti et al., 2020]

■ χ2-DRO constraint set to control
○ Domain-aware (DA): where we know the sub-populations [Sagawa et al., 2019]

■ Group DRO constraint set
○ Partially domain-aware (PDA): where only some might be known

■ intersection over Group DRO constraints over the known domains and χ2 constraints to control

● Baselines - 
○ Deterministic classifiers trained on empirical risk (ERM) and DRO risks

■ the quasi-online algorithm for Group DRO [Sagawa et al., 2019] (Online GDRO)
■  ITLM-inspired SGD algorithm [Zhai et al., 2021b, Shen and Sanghavi, 2018] for 

χ2 DRO (SGD (χ2))
○ Ensemble models AdaBoost [Schapire, 1999].



Experiments - Results

● RAI-FW and RAI-GA methods significantly improve the worst-case performance with 
only 3-5 base learners across all datasets in all three settings, while maintaining 
average case performance.

● The plug-and-play framework allows for several different to enhance various responsible 
AI qualities at once. RAI is able to optimize effectively for both known and unknown 
subpopulations
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